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Ølterra, the swank new hangout in
town
t2 gets the first look Brewpub + all-day dining on Park Street
PRAMITA GHOSH | PUBLISHED 29.10.21, 02:50 AM
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Our fave section is the 3,000sqft alfresco space done aesthetically with mosaic flooring, plants, cage chairs and
is equipped with a bar too! And the best part? It overlooks the bustling Park Street.

“ØL means beer and Terra means land and together Ølterra means the land of beer,”
explained Rudresh Agarwal, co-owner of Ølterra, as we made our way through this
Greek-themed all-day dining place housed in Stephen Court, next to Peter Cat. Spread
across over 13,000sqft, Ølterra is primarily a brewpub (they are awaiting licence for the
same) but in the meanwhile one could sip on over 22 signature cocktails at the 100ft-
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long island bar. The food menu is a mix of Indian, fusion, Oriental, Mexican and Italian.
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“We want to stay focused on the taste of the food first and not get carried away by only
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presentation. That’s important but it’s secondary,” said Siddhant Agarwal, who co-owns

‘One Right Now’ by Post Malone and The

the place. Ølterra has an offbeat quaint charm of its own, a place where you would love
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to indulge in brunches and meals with family and friends and also a place where you

The duo’s first tune that dropped November 5
has fans in an uproar

would love to indulge in exotic cocktails. t2 took a walkthrough ahead of its launch and
here’s what we loved.
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With private spaces gaining popularity, there is also a PDR that can pack around 30 people. The touch of blue
and velvet sofa adds a certain warmth and elegance to this space.
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Spread across 9,000sqft, the sprawling indoor section has mixed seating, a DJ console and a giant screen with
interesting visuals. The soft cascading lights add to the mood of the place.
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Themed around the Greek world, the interiors of the brewpub are done beautifully by Sumessh Menon. The
piece de resistance is a massive statue of Greek God Zeus hung from the ceiling of the 100ft island bar. There
are hand-painted faces of Greek Gods on the walls.
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